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Looking after local water

Narrabri Gas Project

Santos is an Australian energy pioneer,
established in Adelaide in 1954. Since
then we’ve grown to become one of
Australia’s largest producers of natural
gas to the domestic market supplying
homes, businesses and major
industries across the country.
The oil and gas projects that we
operate in Australia have delivered
royalties and taxes to State and
Federal Governments over the last
five years of $1.5 billion.
Santos directly employs over 3,000
people across Australia and Asia and
provides employment for more than
4,000 contractors.
Our foundations are based on safe,
sustainable operations and working
in partnership with communities,
governments, business partners
and shareholders.

We have the energy
Thank you for your interest in Santos and our
activities in New South Wales. This booklet outlines
our plans to develop natural gas for NSW and is
aimed at answering questions you may have around
our planned activities.
Our proposed natural gas development,
the Narrabri Gas Project, could supply
almost half the State’s gas needs
through the extraction of natural gas
from coal seams in the Narrabri area,
north west NSW.
In Queensland, coal seam gas has been
produced safely for more than 20 years
and now accounts for about 90 per cent
of that State’s gas supply and 30 per
cent of the east coast gas demand.
Our partner in the Narrabri Gas Project
is another of Australia’s largest
energy companies, EnergyAustralia,
which services the energy needs
of over 2.8 million households and
business accounts across the country.
EnergyAustralia’s Tallawarra power
station near Wollongong, is one of
Australia’s most environmentally
efficient, large scale, gas-fired facilities
and is making a significant contribution
to reducing NSW’s greenhouse gas

emissions. This is in line with Santos’
commitment to provide clean energy to
NSW via the Narrabri Gas Project.
As we’ve expanded our NSW operations,
we’ve heard the concerns of the
community in relation to the potential
impact on agriculture and water. We
do not shy away from open discussions
and are committed to share with
the community clear information on
our proposed project, processes and
activities.
We have a long track record in Australia
of responsible and safe operations,
respectful engagement with landholders
and as a responsible corporate citizen in
the communities in which we operate.
We are committed to help meet the
energy needs of NSW by providing
natural gas to homes and industries
across the State, while bringing a major
boost to economic and community
development in the Narrabri region.

If you would like more information
about Santos or the Narrabri Gas Project,
please contact our team via freecall
1800 071 278, email energy.nsw@
santos.com or in person at one of our
regional offices.
Peter Mitchley
General Manager, Energy NSW
Santos Limited
Sydney
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A balanced energy solution
The Narrabri Gas Project is an opportunity to deliver substantial quantities of
natural gas to the NSW market with minimal impact on the environment, rural
communities and agriculture while creating significant local and regional benefits.
The critical role energy plays in modern
life often goes unnoticed, except in
the rare moments when energy is not
available, or becomes too costly for
many to afford. If we can’t turn on the
lights, cook our food, have a hot shower,
or if our place of work sends us home
because they don’t have the energy
needed to run their business, energy
security suddenly becomes very real.
Natural gas provides energy to about
60 per cent of homes in Australia and
meets 45 per cent of manufacturing
industry requirements. Natural gas
is an ideal complement to renewable
energy sources like solar and wind
power, ensuring reliable supply when
the sun does not shine or wind does not
blow. Even with renewables playing an
increasing role in the energy mix going
forward, clean burning natural gas is
forecast to supply more than 30 per
cent of global energy requirements for
decades to come.
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NSW is facing significant changes to
how its supply of natural gas will be
delivered, with traditional supplies from
other states likely to be increasingly
difficult and costly to source.
The clear solution is for NSW to develop
its own reserves of natural gas to secure
energy supply for many decades.
The Narrabri Gas Project could provide
almost half of NSW’s gas needs and
will deliver significant employment and
economic benefits to the local area and
more broadly to the State.
We are very mindful that those benefits
need to be delivered while minimising
the impacts to the environment and
ensuring the profitability of other
local industries, like agriculture, is
not compromised.

where many of our activities will be
located. We are confident this scientific
data combined with our high operating
standards and more than 20 years’
experience in extracting coal seam gas
in Queensland, will ensure essential
energy is provided while minimising the
impact of our work.
We have in place a community
engagement plan for our Project which
will allow us to work together with
communities to identify and maximise
social benefits to the local area, while
delivering our business outcomes.
We firmly believe that the development
of the Project is the most viable option
in providing a clean, sustainable and
balanced energy solution.

We are gathering important baseline
data on water and air in the north west
region and increasing our knowledge
of local flora and fauna in the Pilliga

A pilot well near Narrabri

Natural gas is critical
New South Wales receives the majority of its gas from interstate and produces less
than 5 per cent of its domestic gas needs. With long term gas contracts expiring
over the next two to three years, ensuring continued affordable supply will be
difficult, which could result in significant financial and job losses.
NSW was previously not thought
to be endowed with abundant and
accessible natural gas. To overcome this
disadvantage, large pipelines were built
over the last 40 years to bring gas
from other states, assuring NSW of
all the natural gas it needed.
NSW currently imports over 95 per cent of
its natural gas from the Gippsland Basin
in Victoria, the Cooper Basin in South
Australia and from the coal seam gas
fields in Queensland.
The long term contracts supplying this
gas to NSW expire over the next two
to three years. This is just as the other
states seek to use their gas for their own
economic benefit and as commencement
of liquified natural gas (LNG) exports from
Queensland see annual gas demand triple.

Unless NSW can develop an alternate
source of natural gas, the State is likely
to face much higher prices than if there
was plentiful and certain supply for all
domestic, commercial and industrial
gas users.
As well as being used by more than one
million homes and businesses in NSW,
natural gas provides an essential fuel for a
diverse number of industrial processes like
food production, manufacturing, smelting,
making plastics, glass and bricks and even
the production of the fertiliser so crucial
to the agricultural sector.
Our analysis estimates over 15,000
industrial jobs in NSW are directly
dependent on gas supply as a critical
business input, with up to a further
2.5 million people estimated to be

employed by companies that use natural
gas. In the face of higher prices,
industrial users are likely to cut their
use of natural gas resulting in significant
financial and job losses.
We now know NSW has a solution which
can meet these gas supply challenges.
In the last 20 years, coal seam gas has
emerged as a major energy source. Natural
gas from coal seams now provides almost
all of Queensland’s gas supply.
We believe the coal seam gas reserves
of the Narrabri Gas Project could make a
similarly significant contribution in NSW –
supplying up to half of the State’s natural
gas requirements.

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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The Narrabri Gas Project
Santos’ plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales.
The Narrabri Gas Project is located near
the town of Narrabri, approximately 500
kilometres north west of Sydney, within
Petroleum Exploration Lease 238 (PEL 238).

North west NSW contains some of
the largest deposits of natural gas in
eastern Australia.
The area overlies a large geological
feature known as the Gunnedah Basin.
Sediments deposited in the Basin over
many millions of years buried layers of
decaying vegetation and other organic
matter. These became the seams of
coal which contain the natural gas we
are targeting.

The Project area covers around 98,000
hectares in the Pilliga and on private land.
It avoids Strategic Agricultural Land to
the maximum extent possible and excludes
the Conservation Area and Nature Reserve
section of the Pilliga. The proposed field
operations will take up less than one per
cent of the Project area, approximately
900 hectares mostly in the Pilliga.

Previous exploration in the
Narrabri area has given us a good
understanding of gas deposits in the
area and underlines our confidence
in the Narrabri Gas Project.

activities and access will be subject
to agreement with the NSW Forestry
Corporation.
The Gomeroi People’s native title claim
extends over these areas of the Pilliga.
We will work towards an agreement with
the native title parties.
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The Project area includes some private
land. We will only locate well sites on
private land subject to the landholders’
willingness to be involved with our
activities.
To connect the gas into the NSW domestic
market, a transmission pipeline running
south will be constructed.

Our activities will be located in the parts
of the Pilliga designated by the NSW
Government for logging, natural gas
development and other commercial
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Subject to timely assessment and
approvals processes, the Project could
start delivering gas to NSW by 2017.
The Project will have an operational
life of over 20 years. As individual wells
are decommissioned over the life of the
Project, surface facilities will be removed
and the well sites will be rehabilitated.
Similarly, the pipeline corridor will be
rehabilitated immediately following
construction.
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As the Project develops, some aspects
may change before an application is
lodged with the Government. Changes will
occur in response to matters raised by
the Government or community, or where
we identify better ways of undertaking
the Project. We will continue to keep the
local community and the Government
informed of any changes to our plans.
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The two main components of the Narrabri Gas Project will be the gas field
where natural gas is produced and the pipeline which will transport the gas
into the New South Wales market.
Key facts about the gas field:

Key facts about the pipeline:

•

•

The pipeline will run south to connect into existing
infrastructure.

•

It will be routed to avoid prime agricultural land to the
maximum extent possible.

•

The pipeline will be buried at least 750 millimetres
(2½ feet) below the ground, allowing existing activities,
including farming, to continue over the top of it once
construction is complete.

•

Temporary construction facilities, such as pipe laydown
areas, camps and other facilities located along the pipeline
route will be required during construction. These sites will
be rehabilitated after use.

The Project could produce up to 200 terajoules of gas per
day which is equivalent to half of NSW’s natural gas needs.

Infrastructure will include:
•

Up to 850 individual production wells or up to 425
well sets.

•

A central water management and treatment facility,
located outside the Pilliga, to store and treat the produced
water for reuse.

•

A central gas processing unit at the water treatment
facility, to treat and compress the natural gas to Australian
pipeline requirements.

•

A small gas processing unit and water pumping station
to transfer the gas and water extracted from the coal
seams to the central processing facility.

•

Supporting infrastructure including the upgrade of the
Narrabri Operations Centre, workers accommodation,
power generation and distribution networks.

A gas well near Narrabri

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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Weighing up the benefits
The multi-billion dollar Narrabri Gas Project will have substantial long term
benefits for the local Narrabri area, as well as the regional and NSW economy.
The Narrabri Gas Project will deliver
widespread benefits including direct and
indirect jobs, substantial royalties and
energy security for New South Wales.

Jobs
The Project will employ approximately
1,200 people during the construction
phase and up to 200 people during the
operational phase. It will also contribute
to the regional economy via direct job
creation locally, direct supply chain
contracts and additional indirect jobs.
Many sectors of the community will
benefit including professional services,
public sector, retail, construction,
manufacturing and transport.
“Santos establishing this project in Narrabri
will enable my business to grow and is
creating other employment locally. I’m
excited by the opportunities the industry
provides to the town and the community.”
Ron Campbell,
Business owner, Narrabri
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State royalties and
regional benefits
The Project is expected to contribute
over $1.6 billion in royalty payments
over the life of the Project, directly to
the NSW Government, helping to deliver
hospitals, schools, roads, police services,
public transport and other state-based
infrastructure and public services.
To ensure the communities that host our
work directly benefit, we will establish
a Regional Community Benefit Fund. Our
contribution to the Fund will equate to
five per cent of the Narrabri Gas Project’s
annual royalty payment and will be
matched by the NSW Government.
The Fund is expected to deliver around
$160 million to the region for improved
infrastructure, services and facilities to
benefit the regional community.
A report by the Allen Consulting Group
estimates “...more than two fifths of the
benefits will accrue directly back to the
regional economy”.

The Narrabri Gas
Project will deliver:
•

1,200 jobs during construction

•

Up to 200 ongoing jobs

•

Regional and local benefits

•

Safe, clean energy for NSW

•

Royalties of $1.6 billion to fund
regional and state services over
the life of the Project

Drilling with care
Santos adopts the highest industry standards when drilling wells to ensure natural
gas is produced safely and the groundwater is protected.
Standards are now codified within the
NSW Code of Practice for Coal Seam Gas
– Well Integrity, issued in September
2012. The Code establishes a best
practice framework for the design,
construction and maintenance of each
well and has undergone expert peer
review co-ordinated by the NSW Chief
Scientist and Engineer. Complying with
the Code of Practice is a condition of our
licence to explore and produce natural
gas in the Project area.
In accordance with the Code and
consistent with industry best practice,
all wells drilled during the life of the
Project will be designed to ensure they
are safe and environmentally sound and
protect the underground aquifers.

Some of the features we adopt to meet
these high standards include:

We conduct regular monitoring and
maintenance of all our wells. Routine
operational visits are undertaken to
test well head pressure and equipment
and inspect casing. Our wells are also
monitored remotely in real time and can
be shut in manually or automatically if a
problem arises.

•

All our wells contain at least two
layers of steel and cement which
serve to isolate the coal seams we
target from the overlying geologic
formations and aquifers.

•

The steel casing is designed to
withstand operational pressures
during drilling operations, testing
and production, resist corrosive
subsurface conditions and maintain
the integrity of the casing.

Once a well is no longer required, it
is decommissioned. The entire well is
sealed with cement to ensure beneficial
aquifers are protected long after the well
is decommissioned.

•

The cement used in our wells is
specially formulated to protect the
steel and to be as strong as the rock
into which the well is drilled.

The standards used when drilling
Australian coal seam gas wells are
world’s best practice and have safety
measures which far exceed those used in
traditional water bores.

•

Once the cement is in place, it is
pressure tested to ensure there are
no migration pathways and the
well is sealed between the rock
and production casing.

Hydraulic fracture
stimulation
Hydraulic fracture stimulation
(commonly referred to as ‘fraccing’
or ‘fracking’) is used to improve
the flow of gas and can convert
a non-productive well into a
productive well.

A typical vertical Narrabri
coal seam gas well.
The grey vertical columns
represent the steel well
casings cemented into place
to protect the aquifers.
For more detail on local
geology, see page 10.

Surface

We currently have no plans to use
hydraulic fracture stimulation in
the Project area. Geological data
indicates it would not increase
gas flows in the coal seams we are
targeting. If additional geologic
data supported the use of the
technology in the future, a range
of additional Government approvals
would be required and community
consultation would be undertaken.

Depth below ground (metres)

This technology has been done
safely and sustainably in Australia
for more than 40 years and over the
past 65 years has been used safely
on more than two million wells
worldwide (naturalcsg.com.au).

HOSKISSONS COAL SEAM

BOHENA COAL SEAM

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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Looking after local water
Santos appreciates the critical role water plays in our regional communities.
The protection of water resources is one of our highest priorities.
To produce coal seam gas, water
must first be extracted from the
coal seams. This release of pressure
allows the natural gas to flow. The
water extracted during coal seam
gas production is not the same
water accessed by agricultural and
community bores and is not taken
from the Great Artesian Basin. In
the Narrabri area it comes from the
very deep saline coal seams located
500-1000m below the surface.
Groundwater and surface water in and
around the Narrabri region is used
to provide drinking water, as well as
support local farming activities and
the biodiversity of the Pilliga. There
are over 4,700 registered bores in the
Narrabri Shire and more than 18,500 in
the Namoi Catchment. We want to make
sure that these existing water users as
well as the natural environment are not
adversely affected by our activities.
It is estimated over the life of the
Narrabri Gas Project, an average of
1.5 gigalitres (GL) per annum of salty
water will be extracted from the coal
seams. To put this in context, 1.5GL is
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about the amount of water needed to
annually irrigate approximately
250 hectares of cotton.
In the Namoi Water Catchment, the
amount of water allocated for all use is
around 550GL per annum. Our Project’s
plans to extract an average of 1.5 GL per
year represents a very small proportion
of the water currently allocated for use.
The water extracted by the Project must
be licenced and is regulated by both
the NSW Government through its water
sharing plans, and by the Commonwealth
Government through the Murray Darling
Basin Plan.
In the Project area, the aquifers
including the Pilliga sandstone, which is
an extension of the Great Artesian Basin,
generally lie between 5 and 300 metres
below the surface. The coal seams we are
targeting lie about 500 metres to more
than 1,000 metres underground (see
diagram in Drilling with care section).
Between the shallow aquifers and the
coal seams lie multiple layers of solid
rock known as aquitards. These rock
layers act as barriers impeding the flow
of water either upwards or downwards.
If these barriers were not in place, the

quality of water in the aquifers, such as
the Pilliga sandstone, would be the same
quality as the much saltier water in the
deeper coal seams.
This local geology, which isolates the
coal seams, allows the extraction of
natural gas without impacting the
shallow aquifers in the region.
We have also worked to gather an
extensive amount of scientific data
about water resources in the region.
We have used this data to develop a
comprehensive groundwater model.
The modelling based on this data has
found there would be little or no impact
on the shallow aquifers from coal seam
gas extraction in the area. These findings
are similar to those of the independently
conducted Namoi Catchment Water Study
released in 2012.
Both studies predicted there would be
less than 0.5 metre drawdown over
90 years in the shallow aquifers
overlying the Project area. This is within
the range of existing seasonal variations
which occur in the water levels of the
shallow aquifers.

Managing our water
Careful management and beneficial reuse of the water produced during our
operations is one of our key focus areas.
The water we extract during our operations
is saline. The water does not contain
significant levels of other chemical
elements, but it is about half as salty as
seawater. Once desalinated, this water can
be put to beneficial use.
We will manage the water that is
extracted in a tightly controlled
manner to ensure it doesn’t impact the
environment. Once the produced water is
brought to the surface through the well,
it will be transported via an underground
flow line to our Leewood Water Treatment
Facility, outside the Pilliga.
At Leewood, the water will be stored in
purpose-built double lined storage ponds
with inbuilt systems to monitor the
integrity of the ponds.
The water produced will be treated and
desalinated to meet relevant NSW and
Commonwealth guidelines for reuse.
At this stage, and based on the extensive
experience from our operations in
Queensland, it is estimated around
80 per cent of the produced water will be
suitable for reuse following treatment.

In our Queensland operations, the treated
water is being used for irrigation and to
recharge the Roma town water supply.
We are investigating similar beneficial
reuse options for the water we extract
in the Narrabri area.

Taking care of salt
Following treatment and removal of the
water for reuse, saline brine remains.
The brine will be further treated through
a concentration process, to turn it into a
heavy slurry or a solid that can be
safely transported.
The average salt production over the life
of the Project would be around 50 tonnes
per day or approximately two truckloads
per day.

The salt extracted in the Project
area contains high concentrations of
bicarbonate which is commonly used in
cooking and in a number of industrial
processes. We are considering the
conversion of some of this salt into
saleable products. Another option would
be to send the salt to waste treatment and
containment facilities regulated by the
NSW Environment Protection Authority.
Disposing of large quantities of
concentrated salt is not new. The
Murray Darling Basin Commission
intercepts about half a million
tonnes per annum or around 1,000
tonnes of salt each day prior to it
entering the River Murray.1
The salt is relocated to evaporation
ponds away from the river to
concentrate and then is crystallised,
harvested and sold for various
commercial uses or allowed to seep
into saline regional aquifers.
Keeping Salt out of the Murray.
Murray Darling Basin Commission Factsheet –
March 2008

1
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Checks and balances
Santos will deliver energy from the Narrabri Gas Project safely, sustainably and
with minimal impact on the environment, industry and the local communities.
Monitoring

Understanding emissions

We have developed a groundwater
monitoring program covering not only
the area where planned activities will
take place, but also the broader region.
The program is designed to improve the
understanding of the natural variability
in water levels, flows and chemistry
across the region and includes the
establishment of baseline conditions for
streams, creeks, rivers and groundwater
systems across the region.

Often the presence of naturally occurring
methane, for example in shallow farm
bores, is the first indicator that substantial
natural gas reserves may exist in an area.

As part of this program, we have
conducted a regional survey of both
government and landholder bores. We
are also installing a network of deep
and shallow aquifer monitoring bores.
These bores will enhance the coverage
of monitoring locations across the region
and provide far more detailed monitoring
of groundwater movement than has been
achieved to date.
The data from our bores will be made
available through an online water portal
system, which is already established
for our Queensland operations. This
will enable the community to view
our monitoring activities and access
information about the groundwater
systems.
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To better understand the naturally
occurring methane levels, Santos has
commenced comprehensive air studies
across the Narrabri Gas Project area and
the region, collecting background or
baseline data on the levels of methane
in the atmosphere prior to development.
Collection of this data will continue
during the development and operation of
the Project, providing a baseline which
will allow us to ensure our work is not
adding additional levels of methane
to the existing naturally occurring
concentrations in the environment today.
The Commonwealth Government has
also commissioned the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO) to conduct a study
of emissions from coal seam gas wells.
This study will confirm or update, if
necessary, the methods used to calculate
the greenhouse emissions for the industry.

We support relevant, robust research
that can be used to provide more
accurate information about emissions
from coal seam gas production. To that
end, we are providing practical and
objective assistance to the CSIRO study.
Our infrastructure in NSW will be
constructed, operated and monitored in
accordance with best practice standards.
This will ensure emissions are minimised
as the Project is developed.

The Santos Water Portal
In October 2011, Santos was the
first coal seam gas company to
launch an online portal to make
publicly available all water quality
and bore level testing results from
our CSG operations in Queensland’s
Surat and Bowen Basins.
Information on all water
quality and water bore level
test results from our NSW
operations will be available to
the public from late 2013 at
www.santoswaterportal.com.au

Staff monitoring shallow groundwater levels.

Safety matters
We are guided by Santos’ Health and Safety Vision: “We all go home from work
without injury or illness”.
At Santos safety is a core value. We are committed to
conducting our business in a manner that prevents injury or
illness to members of the community, our employees, and our
contractors, and strive for best practice in health and safety
management.
The health, safety and environment practices in the Narrabri
operations have undergone a comprehensive review and
overhaul since we took over from the previous operator.
We believe that:
•

no business objective will take priority over health and
safety — safety before schedule

•

all injuries and incidents are preventable

•

no task is so important or urgent that it cannot be done
safely

•

without diminishing management’s obligations, the
responsibility and accountability for health and safety
rests with every individual

Safety governance and management
systems

The Santos Environment, Health and Safety Management
System forms the backbone of our environment, health and
safety approach, enabling us to achieve our environment,
health and safety objectives. The management system provides
the foundation for achieving safety compliance under both
the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 and the Petroleum Gas
(Production and Safety) Act 2004 and regulations.

Industry regulations
Changes have also taken place with regard to industry
regulations. Although already highly regulated, the release
of the NSW Codes of Practice for Coal Seam Gas Wells provide
strict and definite guidelines for the drilling and completion
of gas wells. The Codes have been developed using standards
and past experiences from the oil and gas industry. The NSW
Government also set up the Office of Coal Seam Gas to oversee
regulation of the industry.
Any work we undertake will be carried out according to these
new industry Codes of Practice and in addition the company
has set up its own Zero Cubed (03) policy for its operations —
Zero Injuries, Zero Spills and Zero Equipment Damage.

We have put in place a safety governance structure that
has been designed to produce a consistent and aligned
approach to safety management, with the goal of achieving
international industry top quartile safety performance.

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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Protecting biodiversity
We estimate more than half our operations will be located in the Pilliga. With
appropriate environmental protections in place, specific areas can be
used for the development of natural gas while protecting the unique environment
of the Pilliga.
In 2005, the NSW Government
undertook a comprehensive review
of land use in the Pilliga. A key
outcome of the Brigalow and
Nandewar Bioregions regional
assessment resulted in around
240,000 hectares, or almost half of
the Pilliga, being protected under the
National Parks and Wildlife Act. Other
parts of the Pilliga were dedicated
as State Forest, and set aside for
the purposes of “forestry, recreation
and mineral extraction”. One of the
strategic aims for the areas zoned
State Forest was to “provide for
exploration, mining, petroleum
production and extractive industry”2.
This is the section of the Pilliga
where we are seeking to work.

Surveys are undertaken from autumn
and extend through to spring capturing
seasonal variation in flora and fauna
populations. The aim of this work is
to provide an understanding of the
conservation values from both a local
and regional perspective to ensure we
minimise and manage the impact of our
activities.

•

Returning vegetation to its original
state when well sites have been
decommissioned.

Offsetting the land impacted
by our work
•

Avoiding sensitive areas
•

•

NSW Government – Brigalow and Nandewar
Community Conservation Area Agreement (2009)

Much of its area has a long history as a
working forest, with vegetation disturbed
and fragmented through farming, fires
and logging activity. There are more than
5,000 kilometres of existing roads, forest
tracks, fire breaks and other easements
throughout the Pilliga.

Progressive rehabilitation of our works
sites when construction is complete.

Some of the measures we will undertake
to minimise our impact in the Pilliga
include:

2

The Pilliga is woodland and forest
covering approximately 500,000 hectares
in north west NSW.

•

Detailed site assessments will allow
us to identify areas of cultural
heritage and particular ecological
sensitivity.
Horizontal drilling allows us the
flexibility to avoid these sensitive
sites and reduce the amount of
surface disturbance from our work.

Mitigating impacts
•

Using existing roads and tracks where
possible and locating water treatment
facilities outside the Pilliga to
minimise clearing.

We will work with National Parks
to identify land with a similar
ecological value to the land on
which we are working. We will then
acquire this land and it will be
protected in perpetuity.

Other environmental initiatives
•

Strict vehicle wash down procedures
and weed management control to
prevent the spread of weeds.

•

Contribution to pest control
programs to assist in the reduction
of feral predators that impact
native fauna.

As the Project progresses, we will work
closely with State and Commonwealth
government agencies to ensure the
ecological significance of the Pilliga is
protected.

In order to gain a comprehensive
knowledge of the biodiversity of the
Pilliga, we are carrying out a number of
ecological surveys. These are building
on extensive biodiversity surveys already
undertaken in the Narrabri Gas Project
area, with over 3,500 person hours of
surveys carried out over several years.

Ecological surveys are an important part of Santos’ work in the Pilliga
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A well site in the Pilliga, near Narrabri

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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Working with landholders
We value and respect all those who are the custodians and owners of land where we
work and have a long track record of working with landholders in regional areas.
The Narrabri Gas Project area includes
State-owned and private land. We
estimate our gas field activities will
take up around 900 hectares mostly
in the Pilliga.

The financial remuneration features a
land-value based payment to compensate
for the amount of land utilised by the
Narrabri Gas Project’s surface facilities
and a landholder fee for service.

On State land

On private land

Those involved in the longer term
production phase of our operations will
share in a Landholder Incentive Fund.

The Project area on State land in the
Pilliga is located within the Gomeroi
People’s native title claim and much of it
is within the boundaries of the Narrabri
Local Area Land Council.

We have been very clear about our
commitment to locate well sites on
private land only when landholders are
happy to host our activities. In our more
advanced Queensland operations, we have
voluntary land access agreements in place
with over 300 landholders demonstrating
that agriculture and natural gas can be
developed side by side.
In NSW, we have put in place a
compensation plan which provides a
significant additional income stream
for landholders who agree to work with
us. We also agree on individual Farm
Management Plan to ensure landholders
are clear about all aspects of our work
on their land and they are satisfied the
profitability and sustainability of their
business will not be compromised.
We work with the landholders to ensure
they are comfortable with details like the
location of our facilities on their property,
access arrangements and timing of work.
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The Fund will be equivalent to 5 per
cent of the Narrabri Gas Project’s annual
royalty payment and landholders’ shares
will be proportionate to the amount of
their land utilised as part of the entire
Project.
By working in partnership with private
landholders we want to ensure the north
west continues to prosper through further
investment and job creation, without
impact on the agricultural productivity
of the region.
“My farm has a pilot well and I am
compensated for that area but the rest
of the paddock has never looked better
with healthy crops from boundary to
boundary. Good seasons are important
but the payments from Santos are helpful
as they aren’t reliant on the weather.”
Scott Higgins,
Landholder

Our activities on State land in the Pilliga
will be subject to an access agreement
with the NSW Forestry Corporation.

We have met with and will continue
to actively engage with the relevant
Aboriginal parties for native title and
the management of cultural heritage. We
will work towards an agreement with the
native title parties in relation to the land
on which we plan to operate.
We will fully inform Aboriginal
communities and consult with them
on our activities. We are committed
to working in a way that respects
Aboriginal culture and ensures Aboriginal
stakeholders share in the social and
economic benefits of the Narrabri Gas
Project.

Narrabri Chamber of Commerce President Richard Orr and Santos Energy NSW General Manager Peter Mitchley at the opening of Santos’ Narrabri shopfront.

Partnering with the community
At Santos, we aim to become a valued and respected member of the local
communities which host our activities.
We work in partnership with our local
communities to ensure they share in the
benefits of our work and are well informed
about our operations in their area.
We sponsor, support and participate in
community events and activities which
deliver tangible benefits to a broad cross
section of the community, investing in
initiatives across areas including health,
community well-being, indigenous
programs, arts and culture.
We are proud that our operations team
based in Narrabri is largely made up of
local workers and we use local contractors
and suppliers to support our operations
whenever possible.
There are a number of ways we offer
to assist local contractors to become
compliant with the levels required
for Environment, Health and Safety
under Santos’ Contractor and Supplier
Management Standard.
These include using specialist Santos
staff, experienced in the areas such as
environment, health and safety, contract
management and auditing, to work with the
local contractors to put in place appropriate
systems, policies and work practices.

Mayor Conrad Bolton accepting Santos’ donation of five 300,000 litre water tanks to Narrabri Shire Council, two of
which are located at Narrabri Airport to support the Rural Fire Service. (Photo courtesy of the Narrabri Courier)

We may also offer financial assistance,
or do all we can to help drive down the
costs associated with these requirements,
to help encourage local contractors to
become compliant.
We work through these systems and
standards with the contractor, help
implement ideas through improvement
plans, and assist with attaining the
levels required for sign-off as a fully
pre-qualified Santos contractor or supplier.
We are committed to effective engagement
with the community and to answering

questions about our work as they
arise. We provide transparent, accurate
and up-to-date information on our
operations via regular and timely project
updates, targeted briefings, our website,
information sessions, site tours and a
freecall telephone number so information
about our work is easily accessible.
We also have main street shopfronts in
both Narrabri and Gunnedah, for those
members of the community who would
prefer to speak personally to a member
of our team.

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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Doing it by the book
The natural gas industry is one of the most highly regulated industries in
Australia. Over the last two years both the State and Commonwealth Governments
have put in place a range of tough new measures designed to enhance the already
extensive regulation.
The natural gas industry in NSW
operates in a tightly controlled
environment, including oversight by:

Before any work can begin on the
Narrabri Gas Project, separate approvals
will be required from both the State and
Commonwealth Governments.
First, we will submit to the NSW
Government regulator a description of
the Project. This is known as a Request
for Director-General’s Requirements. This
document will be made publicly available
by the Government.
The regulator will review the document
and direct us to the work to be included
in the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS). The EIS is an important step in
the Project planning and State and
Commonwealth Government approval
process. It identifies any potential
environmental, social and economic
benefits and impacts. The EIS will
outline strategies to minimise potential
impacts.
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While the State review is underway, the
Narrabri Gas Project will be referred to the
Commonwealth Government which will also
consider the assessment and issue its own
requirements.
In response to the directions from the
State and Commonwealth Governments,
we will prepare the EIS.
The EIS will include extensive studies
covering a wide range of issues including,
but not limited to, natural habitat, ecology,
groundwater, surface water, agriculture,
soil, cultural heritage and social impacts.
The studies will be undertaken by expert
consultants and will identify plans to
manage the potential impacts.
The EIS will be lodged with the
Commonwealth and State Governments
for determination.
If the Project is approved by both the
State and Commonwealth Governments,

•

NSW Environment Protection
Authority

•

NSW Office of Water

•

NSW Land and Water
Commissioner

•

NSW Department of Planning
and Infrastructure

•

NSW Department of Trade and
Investment – Office of Coal
Seam Gas

•

Commonwealth Department of
Sustainability, Environment,
Water, Population and
Communities

•

Commonwealth Independent
Expert Scientific Committee

it will be subject to numerous conditions
requiring monitoring and ongoing
management of our activities, as well as
oversight by a number of NSW government
agencies including the Environment
Protection Authority.
While these rigorous assessment processes
are underway, we will work towards an
appropriate agreement with the native
title parties.
Extensive community consultation will
occur at various stages throughout the
assessment process. There will be a
number of opportunities for members of
the public and stakeholders to have their
say on the Project.
In addition to the community
consultation undertaken by the State
and Commonwealth Governments, we
will continue to actively engage with
the community.

If you’d like to find out more
Santos places a strong focus on talking openly and honestly with all interested
parties as part of our proactive engagement program.
Speak to us in person at one of our shopfronts or contact us via email or phone.
Freecall: 1800 071 278

Narrabri shopfront

Gunnedah shopfront

Email: energy.nsw@santos.com

125 Maitland Street

206 Conadilly Street

Website: santos.com/nsw

Narrabri New South Wales 2390

Gunnedah New South Wales 2380

Twitter: @SantosLtd

Telephone: 02 6792 9035

Telephone: 02 6741 5100

Open Monday to Friday

Facsimile: 02 6741 5101

from 9.00am to 5.00pm

Open Monday to Friday
from 9.00am to 5.00pm

Our plans to develop natural gas for New South Wales
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